
BACKGROUND INFO 
SEARCHING: Co-Lead Editor for International Food Documentary Series | TASTE With Kevin Longa  

You are a 

Filmmaker.  

Storyteller.  

World-citizen. 

TASTE With Kevin Longa is a documentary series that uncovers the true stories of food entrepreneurs 
around the world. Internationally award-winning filmmaker Kevin Longa explores beyond the plate in front of 
us. He's filmed stories such as a Jewish baker who fights anti-Semitism with her cakes, an IBM’er who 
ditched his job to become Europe's famed snail farmer, and a "food hooker" in Copenhagen. After filming in 
14 countries around the world, you will join Kevin to reveal untold stories of heroism, risk, reward and food. 

To learn more about TASTE go to tastewithkevin.com 
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JOB DESCRIPTION 

Join a production that spans the globe from Asia to America to Europe. Talent spans from artsy-fartsy film schoolers 
to Silicon Valley entrepreneurs. If you’re hungry to change the world, then you’ll be right at home. 

Co-Lead Editor of the TASTE documentary mini-webseries | Location: SF Bay Area, CA & Los Angeles, CA 

OVERVIEW 

Seeking an advanced video editor who will work alongside Kevin to craft the creative vision and final cuts of TASTE. 

ROLES & RESPONSIBILITIES 

- Co-edit multiple 3-5 minute stories in a documentary format similar to this: http://youtu.be/LLkAO94OWYs 
- Filming pickup footage and interviews in the SF Bay Area; this includes doc-style interviews with Kevin & local food 

entrepreneurs; we have already logged, transcribed & organized all 75 hrs of international footage filmed for TASTE; 
the ‘boring work’ is complete and everything is prepped for you to edit & get creative. 

SKILLS 

- You’re like a karate master with Premiere Pro. Each swift ripple edit you make never leaves a scratch disk harmed. 
- 2+ years experience with DSLR or digital HD Camera filmmaking | Think: Canon 5D, C300, RED, etc. 
- Mac Computers & basic Computer skillz: email, MS Word, MS Excel, ‘googling’ something; you know, the usual. 
- You love to create stories. | Some may see a dull ‘apple’ on a table. You may see the one object that unites a family 

lost at sea as they develop scurvy. Their one chance of saving both their family, their lives and their nutrition? An apple. 
- TASTE is a startup*. You will be compensated accordingly if you can wear more than a ‘video editor/shooter’ hat: 

- Creating relationships with relevant web communities | Think: press, filmmakers, food & travel-lovers 
- Providing editorial engagement and management of TASTE’s marketing campaigns 
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SUMMARY  

Have a Voice. Be Free to Create. Think Big. 

Flexible work hours and an accommodating project completion date set for Early 2016. A lot of thought, care 
and time goes into creating something meaningful and beautiful. This project schedule allows for plenty of time to make 
mistakes, learn and get creative. 

- Value doers over talkers and mentors over micro-managers 

- Has an eye for story, deep characters and aesthetics 

- A passion or borderline obsession for food, travel and all that is gorgeous in the world 

- Accountability and an eagerness to learn, grow and create something E P I C 

Please submit your resume & reel/documentary editing work sample to hello [at] 
tastewithkevin.com. An example of your editing work is required. Ideally the work 
sample sent is an example of your short-form documentary storytelling.

*As mentioned, TASTE is a startup. Only apply if you’re ready to take creative risks and 
carve a vision with the team. Copy-and-paste cover letters/emails will not be read 
nor considered.

Due to the high level of applications, we cannot guarantee a response to your 
submission. Thanks of your consideration and understanding.
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